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The Development of Arabo-Islamic 




They are “more lustful than monkeys, more ravenous than rats, more destructive than wolves.”​[2]​ With these words, the famous 15th-century historian Taqī l-Dīn Aḥmad al-Maqrīzī (d. 845/1442) described a group of his contemporaries who, over the centuries, had become the most important power factor in the Near East: the Mamluks, former military slaves of non-Islamic origin, who ruled over Egypt, Syria and the neighboring regions during the late middle period. Obviously, al-Maqrīzī did not hold the slave soldiers of his days in high esteem, considering them even worse than animals. At first sight, this characterization does not seem very far-fetched: One needs only to go through the pages of the chronicles by al-Maqrīzī and his fellow historians to find reports of the Mamluks constantly engaged in cruel fighting with Mongols, Crusaders, Nubians, Armenians and – most notably – with themselves. In addition to the violent power struggles among the various Mamluk groups, we read of royal Mamluks blackmailing, harassing and raping the local population.​[3]​ Indeed, these accounts seem to reveal exactly those character traits that led al-Maqrīzī to liken the slave soldiers of his days to the most detestable of animals. Given this general impression one gets while reading the chronicles of the Mamluk age, it comes as no surprise to see how Western scholarship to the present day tends to describe the Mamluks.​[4]​ To quote contemporary German historian Jörg-Dieter Brandes, the soldiers are seen as coming from “barbarian countries”​[5]​ and as altogether “coarse and unlettered, aggressive and insolent,”​[6]​ with “not only the ruler [being] cruel and treacherous; the Amirs, commanders, governors and officers did not behave any better.”​[7]​ Similarly, John Bagot Glubb writes about “[t]he savage Mamlukes”​[8]​ among whom many were “of extreme simplicity of mind.”​[9]​
These quotations point to a noteworthy aspect in the common representation of the Mamluks. The mainly Turkic-speaking slave soldiers, considered brutal foreign barbarians, of course cannot have been deeply interested in Arabic culture or Islamic religion. Indeed, they are often characterized as having had a most superficial relationship with Islam. In addition, they are said to have been unaware of and indifferent towards the cultural achievements of their Arabic-speaking environment. In the words of a modern Syrian historian, they showed not only “a love for outrages and blood shedding, [but also] a complete ignorance with regard to religion and the [Arabic] language.”​[10]​ In light of this characterization, the members of the Mamluk military might seem to be a rather curious subject for a contribution to a volume focusing on education and knowledge in Islam. However, there are, as we will see, reasons to discuss the Mamluks here. 
It is mainly the merit of the late Ulrich Haarmann that we are today aware of the fact that the Mamluks were more than unlettered and uneducated bloodthirsty foreign soldiers, as many historians have described them. In a seminal article published some 25 years ago, Haarmann demonstrated that numerous members of the Mamluk elite possessed a broad knowledge of various civilian, especially religious, disciplines.​[11]​ After Haarmann, a number of scholars followed his example and contributed to our understanding of why and how members of the military occupied themselves with the study of the Arabo-Islamic fields of learning.​[12]​ Some of these scholars tried to put their findings on Mamluk education in a chronological context and argued that it was primarily the late and unstable phase of Mamluk rule, that is, especially during the 15th and early 16th century, when educated and cultured Arabic-speaking members of the military appeared on the scene. John Bagot Glubb, for example, writes about the 15th century: “Mamluk ameers were, in general, more educated than in former times.”​[13]​ And Robert Irwin notes: “[A]lthough it is not uncommon to come across references to sultans, amirs, and mamluks who spoke and wrote Arabic, there seems to be more evidence of this level of culture in the fifteenth century than in earlier periods.”​[14]​ This stands in marked contrast to Haarmann’s original findings that mainly the Mamluks of the 13th and 14th century showed a considerable interest in Arabic literature and scholarship. Haarmann noted that we find examples of Mamluks who “wrote Arabic and thereby had access to the local tradition of scholarly literature and belles lettres […] mainly in the early epoch between 1250 and 1350.”​[15]​ 
In this contribution, I would like to go back to Haarmann’s original results and suggest that, according to information provided by some of the most authoritative authors of the Mamluk period, he was right in stating that the Mamluks showed a thorough interest in the Arabo-Islamic fields of learning already in the earlier part of their rule. To this end, I will demonstrate that, in the first phase of the Sultanate (that is, roughly in the second half of the 13th and throughout most of the 14th century), there was a sophisticated system of Mamluk education and a noteworthy number of well-educated slave soldiers.
 To do so, I proceed in three steps: First, I discuss the system of nonmilitary education the Sultan’s slave soldiers enjoyed during the rule of the so-called Baḥrī Mamluks, that is, the earlier phase of the Mamluk Sultanate. Second, I introduce some findings of a quantitative analysis based on the entries dedicated to members of the military in a comprehensive biographical dictionary. Third, I demonstrate that there was a structural need for well-educated military slaves in the early Mamluk system of rule. The last section summarizes the findings. 

2	The Training of the Sultan’s Young Mamluks​[16]​ 
Al-Maqrīzī provides us with a most valuable, albeit short, account of the training of young Mamluks. In his seminal description of his home country Egypt and its capital Kitāb al-Mawāʿiẓ wa-l-iʿtibār fī dhikr al-khiṭaṭ wa-l-āthār, generally known as the Khiṭaṭ, al-Maqrīzī offers a detailed discussion of the Cairo Citadel. Here, the author informs the reader on the way young Mamluks are treated in the royal barracks after having been purchased at the slave markets. He writes: 
The Mamluks in these barracks had some good habits (ʿādāt). The first of them was that, when a merchant came with a Mamluk, he presented him [at first] to the Sultan. [Then], he brought him to the barrack of his ethnic group [...]. The first thing with which [the Mamluks’] instruction began was what they needed [to know] from the noble Quran. Every group [of Mamluk trainees] had a legal scholar (faqīh) who attended to them every day. Their education began with the book of God Most High, the skill of writing and the exercise in the conducts prescribed by religious law [...]. It was stipulated in those days that the merchants brought only young Mamluks. When one of them grew up to the age of adolescence, the legal scholar taught him about jurisprudence and read an introductory work (muqaddima) about it to him. When he attained full age, his instruction in the arts of war began […].​[17]​
Obviously, young Mamluks received a quite comprehensive instruction in what could be termed the basic knowledge of an educated Muslim. While not expressly stated by our author, at least some of the instruction of the Mamluks must have taken place in Arabic, given that the subjects studied required some knowledge of this language.​[18]​ 
One should not underestimate the quality of the education the Mamluks received. As al-Maqrīzī lets us know, several of those soldiers who failed to realize their hopes of military promotion left the army and became “a competent expert of jurisprudence, a proficient man of letters or a skilled arithmetician.”​[19]​ It can be assumed that these Mamluks who embarked on a second career after their military service greatly profited from the education once enjoyed in the barracks.
It is difficult for us to know exactly which part of the Mamluk era al-Maqrīzī is referring to in the cited passages, as his description comes without exact chronological information. We can rely only on the context to deduce a tentative dating. The person usually credited with the building of the most important barracks at the Citadel dedicated to the training and housing of the Sultan’s slave soldiers is Sultan Baybars, who died in 676/1277.​[20]​ This gives us our terminus post quem. Moreover, al-Maqrīzī states that the system of Mamluk education remained more or less stable until the time when the children and grandchildren of Sultan Qalāwūn lost their supremacy over the Mamluk realm, which was the case in 784/1382. Thus, we can conclude that, according to al-Maqrīzī, the Mamluks of the Sultan received a thorough education at least during the latter part of the 13th and most of the 14th century. Afterwards and especially with the beginning of Sultan Barqūq’s (d. 801/1399) second reign in 792/1390, i.e., during the major part of al-Maqrīzī’s lifetime, the Mamluk educational system was in al-Maqrīzī’s view in a state of steady decline, with our author extensively lamenting the slave soldiers’ poor upbringing and their continuous misbehavior – a development to be seen against the background that the Mamluks were now coming to Egypt mainly as grown-up men and were not longer easily amenable youths.​[21]​ Therefore, at least in al-Maqrīzī’s view, the Mamluks of the 13th and 14th century and not those of later times generally deserve to be called well educated. 
We have reason to assume that al-Maqrīzī’s positive assessment of the early educational system and his criticism of the later state of affairs is more than just another variation of the all well-known motif that “everything used to be better in the past.” There are at least two authors who confirm al-Maqrīzī’s account. 
The first is his teacher, Ibn Khaldūn (d. 808/1406), who in his Kitāb al-ʿIbar wa-dīwān al-mubtadaʾ speaks about the “good education” the military slaves of Egypt enjoy. Moreover, he especially notes that young Mamluks are instructed in religious matters such as the Quran.​[22]​ The dating of this passage is again somewhat problematic. However, Ibn Khaldūn’s formulations and the context seem to suggest that he is speaking about the present or a not too distant past. If this is correct, we have further evidence for a well-established Mamluk system of education in the 14th century. 
The second author who lends credibility to al-Maqrīzī’s account is his pupil Abū Ḥāmid al-Qudsī (d. 888/1483). In his Duwal al-islām al-sharīfa l-bahiyya this scholar recounts the report of a certain Shaykh Shams al-Dīn, who was once in charge of the upbringing of the Sultan’s sons and selected young Mamluks. The obviously very old Shams al-Dīn explains that he used to instruct young Mamluks in the religion of Islam, the Quran, ritual prayer and the correct manner of behavior. Moreover, he recalls that, in the middle of the 14th century, when he began to work in the Citadel schools, the discipline among the young Mamluks was extremely strict and their education both thorough and well organized. However, in later times, particularly in the days of Sultan Barsbāy (d. 841/1438), the once sophisticated system had disintegrated and with it the discipline of the Mamluks, leading to strife and unrest among the ranks of the recruits.​[23]​ Thus, the account of Shams al-Dīn as narrated by al-Qudsī corroborates al-Maqrīzī’s assessment that it was the slave soldiers of roughly the first century of Mamluk rule and not those of the later part of the Sultanate’s history who received a thorough grounding in the Islamic and Arabic fields of learning during the days of their youth.​[24]​ 

3	Educated Mamluks in the Biographical Literature
Are the reports by al-Maqrīzī, Ibn Khaldūn and al-Qudsī on a well-developed educational system in the 13th and 14th century sufficient to claim that the Mamluks of this time showed considerable interest in the Arabo-Islamic fields of learning? Is there any additional evidence that well-educated slave soldiers were not mainly a phenomenon of late Mamluk times? As shown by various authors, a close analysis of biographical dictionaries can offer valuable insights about how particular social groups like women or non-Arabs participated in Islamic education.​[25]​ The same applies to military slaves. However, a discussion of the chronological development of Mamluk education based on the information provided in the many biographical dictionaries preserved from the late middle period faces a problem: The level of interest directed toward the cultural and educational background of a military slave may greatly vary from one historian to the other. While author A, for example, may offer a comprehensive description of a certain Mamluk’s intellectual achievements, author B may pass them over in silence, focusing more on the particular slave soldier’s participation in military campaigns and important events. If authors A and B, however, do not write about the same but different Mamluks belonging to different periods in the Sultanate’s history, the modern reader may gain the impression that the slave soldiers in A’s time were much more interested in knowledge and education than those who lived in the period discussed by B, solely because author A dedicated more space to their educational and intellectual activities. 
The best way to minimize this problem as far as possible is to look for biographical source material penned by one and the same author covering as large a part of the Sultanate’s history as possible. Differences in the biographical representation of Mamluks who lived during different timespans would thus have a good chance of reflecting historical developments and not the individual perspectives of one historian or the other. A biographical dictionary that fulfills these conditions almost perfectly is Abū l-Maḥāsin Jamāl al-Dīn Yūsuf ibn Taghrībirdī’s (d. 874/1470) work al-Manhal al-ṣāfī wa-l-mustawfī baʿda l-Wāfī. Its author, born around 812/1409-10 the son of the Mamluk commander-in-chief of the Egyptian armies, had received a thorough training in the crafts of war, joined at least one military campaign to upper Mesopotamia and counted Mamluk soldiers and officers among his closest acquaintances and friends. Even sometimes referred to as “amīr,” he was in a unique position to gather information about the social group of the slave soldiers.​[26]​ His recently completely edited dictionary is known to contain among its nearly 3,000 entries a particularly large number of biographies of Mamluk soldiers and officers.​[27]​ Even more important, however, is that almost the entire timespan of the Sultanate is covered in the work of this single author, who died merely 47 years before the downfall of the Mamluk Sultans and was eager to include comprehensive information on the earlier period of their rule.​[28]​ Thus, the material provided by Ibn Taghrībirdī proves to be a promising basis for our analysis from the chronological point of view.​[29]​ 
Nevertheless, Ibn Taghrībirdī’s dictionary offers less information on well-educated Mamluks than one would wish. Being himself not only a scholar, but also an expert in the arts of war and an active participant in at least one major military campaign, Ibn Taghrībirdī is more interested in the martial skills and military merits of the Mamluks than in their peacetime activities and academic achievements. While other authors of similar works regularly describe the learning careers of Mamluks in a comprehensive manner, Ibn Taghrībirdī focuses more on their horsemanship and their skills in archery and lance combat. This becomes clear when we compare the biographies of individual Mamluks discussed by Ibn Taghrībirdī and other authors.​[30]​ 
Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that considerable source material on the academic and educational achievements of individual slave soldiers may be found in this dictionary. Usually, Ibn Taghrībirdī offers information on Mamluk education only when a certain slave soldier excelled in particular fields of study. Sometimes, his descriptions of a slave soldier’s intellectual activities are very limited. On the officer Tīmūr b. ʿAbdallāh Shihāb al-Dīn (d. 798/1396), for example, we learn only that “he possessed knowledge of jurisprudence (fiqh) and its foundations (uṣūl).”​[31]​ But often the text sections dealing with the Mamluks’ educational and academic activities are more informative. A typical passage of an entry on a well-educated slave soldier reads as follows: 
Buzlār [d. 791/1388], the vice-regent of Syria, was a brave officer [...] and an expert jurisprudence. He was well-versed in the branches (furūʿ) of [his] school of law and in grammar. He memorized literature and history. He was knowledgeable in astronomy (falakiyyāt) and the [science] of the stars.​[32]​ 
The achievements of Īnāl al-Abūbakrī l-Faqīh (d. 853/1449) are described similarly: 
He was an intelligent officer, quiet, pious, an expert of jurisprudence, knowledgeable [and] educated […]. He memorized jurisprudence and its branches, reflecting a lot (kathīr al-istihḍār) about the branches of his law school […]. He was versed in the Arabic language and other fields.​[33]​
There are also more detailed accounts such as the one about Taghrī Birmish al-Muʾayyadī (d. 852/1448), the commander of the Cairo citadel, who is said to have been “most knowledgeable in the science of Prophetic traditions, in which he was extremely diligent and much studied.”​[34]​ After this general statement, Ibn Taghrībirdī enumerates 13 important teachers of this slave soldier and lists the works studied with them, thus locating the Mamluk Taghrī Birmish in the intellectual world of Egypt just like the other scholars discussed in his dictionary. In the case of Āqush b. ʿAbdallāh al-Baysarī (d. 699/1299), we read: “He belonged to the garrison of Ṭarābulus, authored good poetry and was well lettered.”​[35]​ Thereafter, Ibn Taghrībirdī dedicates a full page to quotations from Āqush’ poetry, thus presenting his literary achievements in the same way as he does in the case of poets of Arabic stock.
	A close reading of Ibn Taghrībirdī’s work shows that the quoted examples are far from exceptional. Among the 708 biographies of members of the Mamluk military to be found in al-Manhal al-ṣāfī wa-l-mustawfī baʿda l-Wāfī,​[36]​ 65 contain passages similar to those quoted above in which individual soldiers and officers are described as possessing noteworthy knowledge in at least one of the Arabo-Islamic fields of knowledge.​[37]​ Thus, about every eleventh Mamluk discussed in this work could arguably be described as well lettered and knowledgeable in a non-military academic subject to a degree noteworthy in Ibn Taghrībirdī’s eyes.​[38]​
With regard to the topic of this contribution, it is of special interest to ask whether one can recognize a pattern in the chronological distribution of those Mamluks who are singled out by Ibn Taghrībirdī as having been particularly interested in academic endeavours. In order to answer this question, all Mamluks discussed by Ibn Taghrībirdī were clustered into five groups according to their dates of death, with every group containing the Mamluks who died during a timespan of 50 years. Thus, the first group comprises the Mamluks who died during the years 1251 to 1300, the second one the slave soldiers who passed away between 1301 and 1350, the third one those who died during the following 50 years, etc. Then, the percentage of the Mamluks in a specific group said to have possessed notable knowledge of at least one Arabo-Islamic field of knowledge was calculated. As Figure 1 shows, the result is as clear-cut as one could wish it to be: While about 14.3% of the Mamluks of the first, that is, the earliest group (d. 1251-1300) were noted for their learning, the percentages get smaller with every following group, the respective numbers being 11.2% (d. 1301-1350), 9.8% (d. 1351-1400), 7.2% (d. 1401-1450) and 1.7% (d. 1451-1500).​[39]​ Thus, the value for the Mamluks who died during the first half of the 15th century is only about one half of that of the first group. Among the youngest 60 slave soldiers discussed, that is, the group of those who passed away during the second half of the 15th century, only one possessed a degree of knowledge of the Arabo-Islamic fields of learning our historian considered noteworthy.


Figure 1: Quantitative analysis of the biographies of Mamluks in Ibn Taghrībirdī’s (d. 1470) al-Manhal al-ṣāfī wa-l-mustawfī baʿda l-Wāfī
 	
One should be careful not to read too much into these data. The biographies of Ibn Taghrībirdī’s al-Manhal aṣ-Ṣāfī do not form a randomly selected sample of the Mamluk population, as would be necessary to obtain representative statistical results. Rather, they are merely a very unevenly distributed collection of pieces of information on a quite large number of military slaves our author found worthy of including in his work for one reason or the other. Moreover, Ibn Taghrībirdī was not able to cover the lives of those Mamluks who died during the second half of the 15th century in an as detailed manner as those of their earlier peers, since he had stopped working on his dictionary already several years before his death in 874/1470. However, what we can say is the following: According to Ibn Taghrībirdī, who was what could be called an expert on Mamluk affairs, there were relatively more persons with a remarkably high level of education among the prominent members of the Mamluk military in earlier than in later times. 

4	The Structural Need for Well-Educated Mamluks
The Sultan’s military slaves received a thorough education in civilian and especially religious fields of learning during the earlier part of the Mamluk Sultanate’s history. Moreover, quite a few of them possessed an amount of knowledge in the Arabo-Islamic fields of learning biographers considered noteworthy. However, why at all did these military men occupy themselves with something other than the art of war, spending their precious time hearing Prophetic traditions, memorizing Arabic literature and studying the details of Islamic law? Several reasons for this behavior have been suggested. Given that many Mamluks focused on religious fields of study, as becomes clear by the examples cited above, piety was surely an important motivation for some of them.​[40]​ Others might have tried to improve their reputation and their standing among the population of the Mamluk Sultanate.​[41]​ 
While all these reasons certainly play an important role in explaining the Mamluk interest in civilian knowledge and education, none of them suggests that it was in fact necessary for at least some Mamluks to become well-versed in the mentioned fields of study. Yet, as I would like to suggest here, there was indeed a real need for Mamluks to be well educated in Arabic fields of learning, not only, but also during the earlier decades of their rule. This need resulted from the way the Mamluks administered their Sultanate.​[42]​
Basically, the Mamluk administration was a two-tier system on both the central and the regional level. On the one part was the civilian tier, staffed by native scribes, who had to be well versed in the century-old scribal tradition of the Arabic world and who were mainly in charge of all kinds of financial affairs and record-keeping. The second pillar of the administration was more military in nature, with mostly Turkic-speaking Mamluk officers holding positions such as the military offices at the Sultan’s court, the command over a citadel or the vice-regencies of the Sultanate’s provinces. While the civilian scribes were of course accountable to the Sultan and his high-ranking officers, the Mamluks were also dependent on their native clerks without whom they would not have been able to rule their realm efficiently.​[43]​ 
Though one may hesitate to call this arrangement a symbiosis given the vast difference in power between the Mamluk overlords and their civilian staff, a high degree of mutual dependence characterized the relationship of the two tiers. Thus, there was a pressing need for a number of key offices who could bridge the gap between the military and the civilian columns of the government and link the two tiers of the administration.​[44]​ 
Among these highly important posts who linked the civilian and the military parts of the administration was the one of the dawādār, literally “the bearer of the royal inkwell.” The duties of the holders of this office are described by ʿIzz al-Dīn Muḥammad Ibn Shaddād (d. 684/1285) in his history of Sultan Baybars, the Tārīkh al-Malik al-Ẓāhir, as follows: 
They are the ones who read to him [sc. the Sultan] the confidential writings (kutub al-asrār) sent to him by [other] rulers, and they are the ones who write the replies to them and who go back and forth between him [sc. the Sultan] and his ministers and scribes (baynahu wa-bayna wuzarāʾihi wa-kuttābihi).​[45]​ 
In a work written by the high-ranking civilian official Ibn Faḍl Allāh al-ʿUmarī (d. 749/1349), an expert of the internal affairs of the early Mamluk Sultanate, we read on the dawādārs the following: 
They are there to deliver (talbīgh) the messages of the Sultan and to convey (iblāgh) all affairs. [Moreover, they are there] to present petitions (qiṣaṣ) to him, to confer about whoever comes to the [Sultan’s] door and to deliver the mail together with the commander of the bodyguard (amīr jāndār) and the private secretary (kātib al-sirr) [...]. [Furthermore, the dawādār] obtains the Sultan’s signature on all decrees (manāshīr), edicts (tawāqiʿ) and documents (kutub). If an ordinance (marsūm) is issued by the Sultan, he writes and lays down the respective message.​[46]​ 
Other writers from the middle period focused on the role the dawādār had in controlling popular access to the Sultan,​[47]​ while modern authors point to the responsibilities of the dawādār in the Sultanate’s legal system​[48]​ and its intelligence apparatus.​[49]​ 
Obviously, at least in the early decades of Mamluk history, the duties of the dawādār were thus mostly administrative and nonmilitary in nature.​[50]​ Therefore, modern historians opt to describe the scope of this office by using terms such as “executive secretary,”​[51]​ “chief secretary”​[52]​ or “chief of the chancery.”​[53]​ Yet, it is important to note that, in the administrative manuals of the Mamluk age, the office of the dawādār is always listed among the posts staffed by members of the army, being counted among al-waẓāʾif min arbāb al-suyūf (“the offices of the men of the sword”).​[54]​ In the times of the Baḥrī Mamluks, this office was indeed mostly held by Mamluk military officers of lower or medium rank.​[55]​ 
In order to carry out his duties as dawādār or chief secretary, a Mamluk officer had to be able to understand what his colleagues and subordinates in the civilian part of the administration were doing and talking about. Otherwise, he would not have been able to act as a link between the head of the Sultanate and the clerks in the various departments. Moreover, he would not have been in the position to fulfill the more demanding of his duties like taking care of the international correspondence of the Sultan, producing the answers to the writings of foreign powers and laying down royal decrees. In order to perform these tasks in a satisfactory manner, he had to be able to understand, read and possibly also to write the sophisticated form of Arabic that functioned as the international diplomatic language of the late Islamic middle period. Furthermore, it was most desirable for him to have a share in the intellectual world of his highly educated civilian colleagues.​[56]​ It is thus not surprising that the holders of the office of dawādār are especially often noted by the biographers of the Mamluk military for their considerable knowledge of the Arabo-Islamic fields of learning.​[57]​ 
	
5	Summary and Conclusion
The very office of the dawādār shows that there was a structural need for well-educated military slaves in the early Mamluk system of rule who could bridge the gap between the military elite and their civilian employees. The research results presented here suggest that numerous Mamluks were well-prepared for this task in the first part of the Sultanate’s history. Not only did the young Mamluks of the earlier Mamluk Sultans receive a thorough introduction to the basics of Arabo-Islamic education while being trained in the barracks of the Cairo Citadel, as reported by al-Maqrīzī and corroborated by other authors; in fact, many among these former slave soldiers were also known for their erudition with regard to Prophetic traditions, Islamic law, Arabic poetry, astronomy and other fields of study. Their level of competence in these fields of learning was considered adequate enough by contemporary authors of biographical dictionaries to be presented alongside the achievements of the local scholarly elite. Moreover, as a statistical analysis of one of these dictionaries has shown, the data presented therein allow for the conclusion that especially those Mamluks who flourished during the earlier phase of their Sultanate’s history were credited by its author with achieving a noteworthy level of Arabo-Islamic education.
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